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[54] TELEPHONE Attorney, Agent, or Firm—Carothers & Carothers 

[76] Inventor: Donald S. Kingery, 3606 Mt. Royal [57] CLAIM 
Blvd" Glenshaw’ Pa" 15116 The ornamental design for a telephone, as shown and 

[**] Term: 14 Years descnbed' 

[21] Appl. No.: 148,225 DESCRIPTION 
. _ FIGS. 1 and 2 are respectively front and rear eleva 

gllsed'cl Jan’ 25’ 1988 D14/143. D14/147 tional views of a telephone showing my new design; 
[58] Fi‘elh 0t: """""""""" 4/63 64_’D21/111 FIGS. 3 and 4 are respectively left and right side eleva 

"""""""" " ’ ’ ’ tional views thereof; 

132N214; [Ml/157’ 4:595’ 45532 FIG. 5 is a top plan view thereof; and 
’ ’ ’ ’ FIG. 6 is an enlarged bottom plan view thereof. 

[56] References Cited Thel ingentionhpelrltains to a npvel ornamental design for 
ate ep one w ie in one pre erred embodiment, FIGS. 

U'S' PATENT DOCUMENTS 1-6, comprises a combination telephone handset and 
D. 187,401 3/ 1960 Whittle ........................ .. D2l/2l4 X base unit with the handset in the form of a golf club such 
D- 219,337 2/1971 Schwltlgebel - D11/133 X as a wood having a head portion and an elongated han 
D. 243,061 l/l977 Coupe ........ .. D2l/2l4 X cue portion, and the base having the form of a gol?ng 

g‘ 12mm surface with texture, color and contour suggestive of 
D‘ 266’926 11/1982 11132:: D21 All X grass and including a raised portion which carries a 
D: 272:579 2/1984 Snyder D21 All X telephone key pad. The base is further characterized by 
D_ 275,281 8/1984 Adams’ J1-_ __ 1321/1“ X a simulated 01‘ real golf ball pOSltlOnCd on the upper 
D. 283,874 5/1986 Fontannaz 1311/15? X surface thereof. 
D. 285,438 9/1986 Chen ...... .. D11/1S7 X An alternative embodiment of the invention, FIGS. 
D- 285,556 9/1936 Ling - - . - - - . - - - -- D21/ 111 7-12, comprises a unitary, self contained, free standing 

B 291,562 3/1937 Lee ~_ ------- ' 1321/111 X telephone in the form of a golf club similar to the hand 
D- 291,693 9/1987 yoshlharu D11/157 X set of the FIGS. 1-6 embodiment, the earphone, micro 
g' ¥°Sh1ham i phone and keypad being contained therein with the 

2' 639’8O4 5/1953 Mitzi‘; _____________ _ 1321/21 4 X keypad being on an under surface of the club and there 

Primarjy Examiner—Horace B. Fay, Jr. 
fore hidden from view when the telephone is placed in 
its upright, free standing position on a surface. 
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UNITED sTATEs PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 
PATENT NO. : Des. 303,666 ~ - 

DATED I September 26 , I989 

INVENTOR(S) 2 Donald S . Kingery 

‘ it is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent 
IS hereby corrected as shown below: . ' 

In the text appearing under the head "DESCRIPTION" in the right 
hand column on the front page of the patent, delete the text running 
from line 9 to line 19 which reads as follows: "a combination telephone 
handset and base unit with the handset in the form of a golf club such 
as a wood having a head portion and an elongated handle portion, and the 
base having the form of a golfing surface with texture, color and contour 
suggestive of grass and including a raised portion which carries a ' 
telephone key vpad. The base is further characterized by a simulated or 
real golf ball positioned on the upper surface thereof. 
An alternative embodiment of the invention, FIGS. 7-12, comprisesH 

In lines 20 and 21 of the same page and column, delete the following: 
"similar to the handset of the FIGS. 1-6 embodiment," 

Signed and Sealed this 

Sixth Day of August, 1991 

Arrest: 

HARRY F. MANBECK. JR. 

Arresting O?cer Commissioner of Patents and Tradenmrks 


